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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Visual aids have played an important part in
education from the very beginning of recorded history.
■ hile oral methods may have been the first used by man in
the transference of ideas it is certain that visual images
were used in the dim ages of antiquity to convey informa¬
tion and give instruction.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century the
demand of society upon the public schools has greatly in¬
creased.

The result has been that many new topics, and

increased subject matter content must be taught in order
to better equip the child to cope with conditions of modern
life.

The schools,

in order to meet this situation, have

gradually discarded the older methods of teaching which have
proven to be slow,

wasteful, or ineffective and are rapidly

utilizing newer procedures known to science for the advance¬
ment of learning.

Many school systems claim visual instruc¬

tion to be one of the strongest methods yet devised to promote
proper motivation and natural learning.
(l)

What Are Visual Aids? —There appears to be

many conflicting ideas as to what should be included under
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this term.
aid"

In educational practice today the term "visual

is a general term and as such applies to any and all

pictures, objects, graphs,

or devices which are presented

to the pupil with the idea of making clearer the ideas pre¬
sented by the spoken word.

"Visual instruction simply means

the presentation of knowledge to be gained through the
seeing experience*. The

’seeing experience* has always been

one of man’s natural means of gaining information.
aids involve the use of all types of visual aids,
school journey,
hibits,

such as the

school museum, flat pictures, models, ex¬

charts, maps, graphs,

opaque projector,
pictures."1

Visual

film slide,

stereographs,

stereopticons,

silent and talking motion

(Described more fully on pages 75-85 )

With

this definition of the words we find there has been a gradual
development in the use of this means of instruction from the
earliest times to the present.
(2)

Historical Developments in Society -- The

earliest records of man are picture records.

The cave men

drew pictures on their walls to impart facts and issue warnings.
The Egyptian hieroglyphics mark the

transition between picture

writing and the early alphabets of the ancients.

In past

generations visual aids have been confined to the sculptures

^Dorris, Anna Verona, Visual Instruction in the Public
Schools
P.160
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and paintings of countries such as Greece and Italy, rich
in culture of ancient and medieval periods.
scripts, prints,

drawings,

Books, manu¬

coins, medals, and biological

and geological exhibits have long been prominent in the
promotion of visual education of society. Coraenius
1671), Pestalozzi

(1592 -

(1746 - 1827), and Rousseau (1712 - 1778)

were early disciples of visual aids.
tions of paintings,

People made collec¬

statues, minerals, metals, birds, and

butterflies because of their special interest in these
objects, because they wanted to see, to study, and observe
at their leisure.

The British Museum in 1859 gathered the

collections of best available specimens,
etc.,

statues, models,

and opened its doors for the benefit of the public.

American museums were opened much later but today are con¬
sidered the finest in the world.

In 1822 Niepce secured

the first permanent photographs and from it the stereoscope
and lantern slide were soon introduced and put into use
throughout the world.

In 1861 Dr. Sellers created the

■heel of Life from a series of photographs.

Edward Muybridge

was the first to produce an actual moving picture in 1872
and Thomas Edison became interested and in 1882 invented
the moving picture machine called the Kinetograph.

-4-

Motion pictures may be said to have been formally
presented to the American public at the Chicago World’s Pair
in 1893.

Here Edison exhibited his Kinetograph, the first

motion picture machine employing film, while Muybridge ex¬
hibited on his revolving disc machine 20,000 original photo¬
graphs dealing chiefly with animal movement.

The exhibits

were viewed by men of science from all over the world.

The

basic invention of motion pictures as we know them today was
here but more work was needed to be done on them.
In March,

1895, Jenkins and Thomas Armat entered

into partnership for making projection machines which would
project pictures on a wall, where a number of people could
see them at the Cotton States Exposition in Atlanta. Jenkins
and Armat gave public showings at an admission price.
1896,

"In

the year of the initial public showing of Thomas Armat*s

first practical *vitascope*
Hall in New York City,

projector at Koster & Bial’s Music

the moving picture emerged from its

earliest status as a scientific toy. By 1910 it was estimated
that there were already upwards of nine thousand film theatres

2
in the United States.”

In 1912 Gaumont was issuing from four

to six hand-colored subjects per month.

Gaumont also had a

v

‘'natural color method" said by experts, even then,

to have been

2Krows, Arthur Edwin, "Motion Pictures Not for Theatres"
Educational Screen
Vol.XVII
(Sept. 1938)
P.211
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very beautiful in its results but too expensive to croduce
commercially.

In the summer of 1913 it was announced that

this process had been purchased(and retired for experimental
research) by the Eastman Kodak Company.
The process of *Kinemacolor*

invented by Albert

Smith of London was shown to a greatly interested English
public in 1908 and at New York in May, 1911. But Kinemacolor,
although it was a sensation while it lasted, was to have only
a passing triumph. The process of Prizraa was soon to overtake
it.

In February,

1917, only six years distant from Kineraa-

color*o American debut, Dr. H. T. Kalraus,
Institute of Technology,

of Massachusetts

showed the American Institute of

Mining Engineers a form of the new process which was to rule
next in succession under the name of Technicolor.

"In 1924

the talking machine was invented, the first being a combina¬
tion of films and records rnd later the music was combined
as part of the filmV3

Since 1935 more use has been made of

the colored talking pictures. In 1939 Television movies were
produced on the screen of several theatres in England.
The latest developments in the visual aids in
America are microphotography employed in libraries and museums
for duplicating newspapers,

or important documents on film

^Hampton, Benjamin 3., History of the Movies P376
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and television which is having its first exhibition at the
New York World* s Fair in May, 1939.

Many of the large in¬

dustrial plants such as General .Electric, United States
Steel, Westinghouse Electric and others have for many years
employed films and other visual aids to instruct their em¬
ployees in safety first, health, and other matters inter¬
esting to them.

"Many of the more common visual aids, now

in regular use among schools, were first applied to
problems of industry.

Industrial groups,

the

in many instances,

were composed of curious mixtures of American and foreignborn workers.

Many could not understand the printed word,

especially if in English.

It became necessary, therefore,

to devise ways and means of teaching safety,
co-operation,

cleanliness,

and the intricacies of the individual duties.

Pictures were found

to be of great value,

could understand the pictured message.

inasmuch as all

4

(3) Visual Aids in the Schools — The schools have
always made it a practice to study carefully each new method
or device presented before acceptance.

This has resulted in

the adoption of certain devices such as visual aids many
years after they have been accepted and put into use in pub¬
lic life.

"The lag between the development of scientific

4Uent, Ellsworth C., Visual Instruction Handbook

P.9
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discoveries and their utilization in the world at large has
frequently been commented upon by sociologists. We rush into
print, but not into practice.
in business, medicine,

The 'range of improvability *

politics, and education is extremely

large. There is a constant gap between theory and practice."5
John Amos Comenius gave the world the first illus¬
trated text book in his 'Orbis Pictus'
lustrated*.

Pestalozzi

and the 'World Il¬

(1746-1827) and Rousseau (1712-1778)

taught that the child should learn life by living and preached
a "return to nature". Froebel (1782-1852) who put Pestalozzi's
theories into practice believed in developing the senses of
sight and touch and employed visual aids in his famous kinder¬
garten.

The British Museum,

which was opened to the public in

1759, contains printed books, manuscripts, prints and drawings,
coins and medals, and biological and geological exhibits and
has long been a most prominent and potent factor in the pro¬
motion of Visual Education.

In 1822 the photographic Art

began when the first permanent photographs were secured by a
Frenchman named Niepce.

Out of the photograph grew the ster¬

eoscope and the lantern slide and all three have found a
prominent and lasting place in the world's educational system.
Blackboard drawings,

illustrations in text-books, graphs, maps,

^Dale, Edgar, "Looking Ahead in Visual Instruction"
Educational Screen
Vol.
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charts, photographs, stereoscopes and the stereopticon have
long since become intimately interwoven in the fabric of
pedagogy.

Ushered in with the twentieth century was the

new Art made up of all methods of picturization and which
adapts itself naturally and basically to instructional use.
This was the moving picture.

The first style invented was

by Dr. Sellers of Philadelphia which was a series of photo¬
graphs joined together and called the ’Wheel of Life'. The
kinematoscope was patented in 1861.

To Thomas A. Edison

we owe the Kinetograph, a recording machine for taking
motion pictures as now used.

Muybridge’s experiments in

1872 which mark the beginning of motion pictures were
scientific in character and results.

Por many years

Muybridge’s experiments were conducted at the University
of Pennsylvania with funds from the University appropriated
as a contribution to the advancement of science in educa¬
tion.

Dr. Marey took up the work where Muybridge left off.

Some of his early motion pictures are of much scientific
interest today as when they were performed.
It was about this
made its appearance.

time the firm of Pathe first

It first employed the ultra-micro¬

scope in making its educational film3.

In the United States
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tdost of* the attention lias been devoted to the development of
the motion picture for the profitable field of entertainment
but the educational value was never lost sight of.

The U.S.

Government was among the first to utilize motion pictures on
an extended scale of instruction.

The U.S.Department of

Agriculture was soon to follow and established a laboratory
of its own for the production of educational pictures.
manner of growth and

The

development of this pioneer educational

film work holds a great deal of interest for those concerned
in visual education.
In 1910 George Kleine of Chicago issued a catalogue
of so-called "educational” films then available and listing
more than 1000 items.

The Federal Government film service

was not formally established until 1918.

Many of the large

theatrical film companies have from time to time established
educational companies, and many firms have arisen, such as
the Eastman Film Company, which are devoting most of their
time to producing educational films.

During 1920 large

cities started Visual Education departments, one of them
being Chicago.

"Over forty years ago,

1895 to be exact,

the initiative of visual instruction activities was taken
by a group of Chicago principals and their neighbors in
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nearby suburbs who pooled their resources of lantern
slides so that each might help the other and in turn be
helped by the interchange of this teaching material.

In

Chicago in 1920 the Department of Visual Education was
established.
were added.

At this

time 35mm. silent motion pictures

In 1929 16ram. silent motion pictures were

added and in the following year the 35mm. were discontinued.
In 1937 sound projectors came into use."
Hon. Will Hays at the 1922 national Educational
Association meeting offered

the facilities of the moving

Picture companies to further educational film experiment¬
ation.

Perhaps the most conspicuous and promising examples

of cooperation on the part of the experienced film producers
in producing educational films may be found in the films on
history by the Chronicles of American History, Inc.,

in as¬

sociation with Yale University Press and the Eastman Company
teaching films.
Projectors in school service first were of the
35ram.

size, from 1905 to 1925; 16ram. size was adopted for

its smaller size and lower price.

In Detroit during years

1929-32 teachers supplemented their instruction with 4,378
reels of classroom films;

in 1933 7,112 reels were used, an

6Kruse, William M., "Visual Educational Program of
Chicago Public Schools" Educational screen
Vo1.XVI
(March, 1937)

P.84
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increase of 62)&.

In Cleveland, Ohio, a survey of visual

aids resulted in the announcement that the program had
advanced rapidly.

"In ten years this service has in¬

creased from 5,556 units to 110,586 units in 1931.

In

1933 there was a circulation of 42,633 lantern slide sets,
19,755 exhibit sets,

15,252 mounted charts and 36,600

7
films."

In Beverly, Mass., 1935

"The records for the

present school year show that films were used in 5 of the
O

10 departments by 25 of the 60 odd teachers on the staff."
The advance of visual education in the schools of America
has been so rapid that it has been difficult for the dis¬
tributing film agencies to supply adequately the demands
made upon them.

Courses in visual education methods have

been prepared by several hundred institutions in order to
train the teachers properly for full or part time positions
as directors of visual education.
Distribution of educational films is being carried
on by several state departments of education, at
least 28 university extension bureaus, and teacher¬
training institutions that have developed circulating
film libraries.

There are 97 full-time directors

^Gregory, W. M., "Critical Problems in Modern Learning"
Educational Screen
Vol.XIII (May, 1934)
P.124
8Rhuland, Prank A. "Building a Visual Education Program
Educational Screen
Vol.XIV
(Dec. 1935)
P.281
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of visual education in the United States and 230
part time instructors.

Teachers are being trained

in film projection and teaching techniques, over
300 teacher training institutions offering courses
dealing with motion pictures in education."9 10
In 1935 16mm.

sound projectors were introduced into the schools

but to the present time have not greatly displaced the silent
16mm. machines.

Many schools at the present time are engaged

in filming activities of school life for presentation at as¬
semblies or social gatherings.

"Today over two hundred schools

throughout the United States are engaged in the production of
films.

The number of schools engaged in this activity is in¬

creasing and before many years have passed practically every
school in the country will be making or will have made its
own film offering."'1'0
(4) Evaluation of the Success of This Equipment -The use of the picture as an aid in education is not new; for
many hundreds of years it has been exceedingly important in
conveying impressions from one to another.

We are reasonably

certain that the picture language was the forerunner of our
modern alphabet.

One factor which has served to retard the

9Finch, Hardy R.,
"Film Productions in the Schools"
Educational Screen
Vol.XVII
(Sept. 1938) P.216
10Hoban, Chas. F.,Jr., "The Outlook for Films in America"
The Journal of the National Education Association
March, 1937
F*128
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normal development of visual aids to instruction during the
past half century has been the narrow interpretation of some
of the most active workers.
Some think motion pictures as being the one and only
interest in visual instruction, others pick the glass slide,
or film slide and s till others may think only of the excursion
or of museum materials.

These extreme claims for one type and

criticisms of other forms of visual aids have done much to
place the novice in a quandary, wondering if there is any true
value in any of the materials.

Another factor tending to re¬

tard the more extensive use of visual aids has been the over¬
statement of facts relative to certain findings.

The late

noted scientist who predicted fifteen years ago that we should
soon be able to

throw away our texts, discharge the majority

of teachers and teach the children in a short period each day
with carefully selected motion pictures, did not see this
change take place.

He did see the motion picture become one

of the aids used by the teacher to supplement the text but
his prediction may have caused useless worry on the part of
teachers and perhaps some antagonism toward this revolution¬
ary tool which might displace them in the classrooms.
In spots, much has been accomplished but when we
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contemplate the enormous field of education and
realize — according to the report submitted at
the Rome conference a year ago — that fewer than
ten percent of the schools of America are doing
anything in the employment of present day illus¬
trative devices and equipment as an aid to better
teaching,

we must be convinced that the average

teacher is still in the dark so far as visual
aids are concerned.^
Very few,

if any, of the commonly used visual aids are in¬

structional in themselves.

If we were to

show them to groups

which had not received earlier preparation and guidance by the
teacher much of the potential educational gain would be lost.
The use of visual aids to expedite and enrich the
educational process is steadily advancing.

Out¬

standing programs of visual education have been
reported from Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark, New
York, Evansville, Montclair, Detroit, Cleveland,
St. Louis, Philadelphia,

and Kansas City.

Each

of these cities under special budgetary provision
maintains a bureau for the purchase and distribution

11 Dudley, William H. "Systematic Visual Education in the
Average School" Educational Screen Vol.XIV(0ct.l935)P.228
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of visual aids under the supervision of a dir¬
ector who, with his staff, cooperates with class¬
room teachers.

The responsibility for the or¬

ganized use of visual teaching materials varies
greatly among the cities reporting.

As in many

other special aspects of teaching, progress often
depends upon the initiative of one person.

Fre¬

quently, an individual teacher starts using slides,
pictures, films or the like; his fellow teachers
seek his cooperation along these lines; eventually,
the principal delegates to him the task of ordering
materials and distributing them upon their arrival.
In some cases he is asked to operate the projection
equipment.12
The savings to the school systems with the addition of modern
visual aids has proven another strong argument in their favor.
Through its use in modern education many economies are
made possible for it naturally follows that results
are more definite and are secured in much less time.
Indeed,
used,

if visual aids are sufficiently and properly

the greater load put upon the school in recent

12Dunn, Fannie, and Echnider, Etta, "Practices in City
Administration of Visual Education" Educational Screen
Vol. XV
(Nov. 1936)
P.269
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years may be satisfactorily carried without pro¬
longing the child1s period of training and with
much greater benefit to him in equipping him for
life's duties.13
Not all educators, however, are satisfied to believe the claims
made for visual aids and many times the motion picture has been
singled out for objections.
The motion picture as a visual aid has been very
elusive and still is.

We expose children to it

in the auditorium and classroom and pat ourselves
on the back that by so doing we have been teaching.
Extravagant claims have been made for it as a
teaching tool by promoters of its use.

Almost all

producers of entertainment films have been active
in labeling their output,

suitable for school use.14

Benjamin C. Greenberg also felt that the motion picture in educa¬
tion was a forced issue and that the films presented were not of
the best standards that should be shown in the schools.

"The

earliest efforts to bring the motion picture into the service of
education were largely dominated by the commercial interests in
getting multiple use - and multiple pay - for films that had

13Dorris, Anna Verona, Visual Instruction in the Public
Schools P.165
143alcom, A.G., "sticking to Our Job" Educational Screen
Vol. XIII
(October, 1934)
P.208
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already been completed for recreational or other purposes.
Edgar Dale, one of the best known writers on the use
of visual aids in the schools makes the following objections.
It seems evident then, that a number of schools
which today are crowding a great many children
into a single classroom to put on an educational
movie are showing movies wholly out of contest

o
v

with the school lessons; are showing third-rate
entertainment films and charging children for
them; are now putting on a kind of teacher¬
training program which is not going to be of
very much benefit and may be of great harm to
the whole community.
Each of the many different types of aids will have certain
values if properly applied.

Some types are

etter for some

situations and should be made in accordance with the prob¬
lems at hand.

There has been an agreement by many educators

that motion pictures have succeeded the stereopticon in im¬
portance in the schools.
In the past few years great stress has been put
upon motion picture films as an aid

to education.

15Gruenberg, Benjamin C., ''Sensory and Motor Aids
Educational Screen Vol. XIII (Dec. 1934) D.260
16Dale, Edgar, " Progress in Teacher Training in the Use
of Visual Aids n Educational Screen Vol.XVI (liar.' 38)P.81
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There has been considerable commercial inspiration
behind this introduction of motion pictures to the
educational world.

The end has been quite definite¬

ly accomplished and,because of the enthusiasm films
have aroused,

stereopticon slides seem to rate as

second choice among the majority of teachers everywhere.

17

"Within the last forty years there has been made available
a new medium that is almost unsurpassed in its broad influences
on human behavior.

That new medium is the motion picture.

It

is the most powerful of the visual tools of education that have
been devised by man."
(5)

18

Studies in Particular -Fields Lacking — The educa¬

tional value of any new device or method such as visual aid
instruction is not determined by mere opinion or theory, but
must meet the test of scientific investigation.

Research in

certain fields such as science and biology is lacking to a
considerable degree in regard to visual aids use despite tne
fact that they play such an important part in the instruction.
Visual methods are apt to play a dominant part in
modern instruction in the high school sciences.
Several attempts have been made to evaluate the

17Fenton, 3elle 3., "Slides and Films in Correlation"
Educational Screen Vol.XVII (March, 1938) P.81
18Jones, Gordon R., Gilliland, John W., "Audio-Visual
Education on a Limited Budget" Educational screen
Vol.XVII (March, 1938) P.81

19-
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importance of visual, laboratory, and didactic
methods of instruction, but the research work
so far undertaken has given little consideration to student interest.

19

The present experiment in the use of visual aids
was undertaken for the purpose of being of benefit and value
to teachers of biology or science in the high schools and
for visual education directors who are seeking results of
investigations in the use of visual aids in the various
fields of education.

19Bryan, Arthur H., "Student Choice of Methods of
Instruction in Biology" Educational Screen Vol.XV
(October, 1936) P.243
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CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

Prior to 1900 new subjects of study, new forms of
organization and new methods of teaching in American Educa¬
tion were introduced and accepted on the grounds of opinion
or theory, "but a change took place during the first few years
of the new century and any proposed innovations and even es¬
tablished practices were being called upon to meet the challenge
of the science of educational measurement.
(l) Experimental Period

1915-1924.

By the year 1915

the first educational experimental study of the motion picture
in the classroom instruction began.

The first experiment re¬

sult was reported by David Sumstine in School and Society
magazine in 1918.

Whatever limitations this investigation may

reveal in the light of more recent teaching techniques and ex¬
perimental methods it was, nevertheless, the beginning of
experimental study of the use of visual aids in instruction.
During the next six years leading up to the publication of the
University of Chicago study in visual education in 1924 re¬
search developed rapidly.

Among the pioneers in this period

of experimentation were Joseph J. Weber, E. Dean iucClusky, and

22-

-

Frank N. Freeman.

Weber devoted himself largely to the

attempt to discover relative values of the motion picture,
the slide, and diagram accompanied by verbal instruction
in the development of informational learning.
of

In only two

these experiments were the differences pronounced and of

these

one favored the motion picture and one the slide.
McClusky^ investigation was more extensive in pupil

population, range of subject matter, and increased variation
of the

technique of the motion picture use.

The first of a

series of experiments were begun by UcClusky in Evanston, Ill.,
in 1922.

At the time of these experiments there was very little

accurate information in published reports concerning the general
value of text films as means of teaching facts of history, biol¬
ogy* geography, and similar subjects in comparison with other
visual methods or with oral lecture and discussion.

"Taking

the results as a whole, the scores made by the film groups
are about the same as those made by the groups which had the
slide lecture or the oral-chart presentation.”

20

McClusky in¬

troduced a broadened conception of motion picture technique,
varying the number of projections and the kind an:i amount of
verbal accompaniment*

.

In the study made by E. C. Rolfe Company the effective-

20 Freeman, Frank N.,

Visual Education

P.21

23-

-

ness of a motion picture film and a d emonstration instruction
in high school Physics, the experiment dealt with operations
requiring manual skill.

It consisted in showing to two

groups of high school students a film on static electricity
and making a demonstration on the same subject to two paral¬
lel groups.

The results of the experiment agreed in direc¬

tion with other experiments with the demonstration method
superior to the film.

These results appear to show without

question that the teacher1s presence and presentation of
subjects is decidedly superior so far as certain subjects
are concerned, at least,
the motion picture.
was directive,

to the impersonal presentation of

Prank II. Freeman*s early contribution

experimental, and editional.

On April 1, 1922, the educational committee of the
University of Chicago allotted a grant of ^13,000
to be expended in research under direction of
Freemans

In all,

thirteen studies were reported

as follows;

1.

Comparisons of Different Methods of Visual
Instruction
By F. Dean McClusky

2.

A Comparison of Film and Oral Instruction
By E. H. Reeder and Frank N. Freeman
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3*

The Relative Effectiveness of Six Forms of
Lesson Presentation
By Haddon W. James

4.

Comparison of Six Modes of Presentation of
Subject-matter
By F. D. McClusky and H. Y. McClusky

5.

The Effectiveness of a Motion Picture Film
Consisting Largely of Tables, Maps, and Charts
By Frank N.Freeman, E.H.Reeder and Jean A. Thomas

6«

The Effectiveness of a Motion Picture Used
As an Introduction or As a Summary
By A. P. Hollis

7.

The Use of a Motion Picture Film to Teach
Position and Penholding in Handwriting
By Frank U.Freeman, Lena S.Shaw, and D. E. Walker

8.

Comparison of Motion Pictures, Slides, Stereo¬
graphs, and Demonstration in Teaching Handwork
By F. D. McClusky and H. Y. McClusky

9.

The Effectiveness of the Film and Demonstration
in Teaching Physics
By E. C. Rolfe

10.

The Effectiveness of the Film and Demonstration
in Teaching Cooking
3y A« P. Hollis

11.

Stereographs and Slides in Teaching Oral English
to Foreigners
By llina Joy Beglinger

12*

Oral and Film Instruction in Health Education
3y Carolyn Hoefer and Edna Keith

13.

Study of the Content of Educational Films
By H. Y. McClusky 21

These studies were intended to d efine in a broad general way

2"^Freeman, Frank N., Visual riducation

5»7
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the functions of the motion pictures in instruction.
Of the eighteen comparisons resulting from these
experiments eight yielded pronounced differences
in favor of one technique over the other.

Six

of these differences were in favor of the film
presentation and two favored the oral presentation.
Leaving out of account one of the experiments
Freeman, Reeder, and Thomas)

(hy

in which the oral-

instruction group was of higher intelligence and
contained a larger percentage of hoys than did the
film group, only one pronounced difference was in
favor of the oral presentation.
account two other experiments

Leaving out of

(hy James)

in which

one of the groups had a rivalry incentive to learn,
we have left five pronounced differences, all five
of which favor the film presentation.

22

Freeman in his recommendations at the conclusion of the ex¬
periments pointed out the need for further experimentation
to establish the claim to the function that visual aids
caused an arousal of interest and a sustenance of attention
with the functions of the motion picture in education thus
broadly defined.

22Rulon, Phillip Justin,
The Sound Motion Picture_in
Science Teaching
P.2-3
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(2)

Experimentation from 1924 to 1930 _ This

period was confined to the problem of the contribution of
the motion picture in arousing various types of pupil re¬
actions, particularly in the social studies.
Wood and Freeman undertook an extensive investigation
under a grant from the Eastman Kodak Company to
determine the contribution of the motion picture
when used as an integral part of classroom teaching
procedure in (a) motivating greater pupil activity
in relation to the subject studied;
factual learning;
cesses;

(c)

(b)

increasing

improving description pro¬

(d) promoting understanding of causes,
23

effects, and relationships.
At about the same time Knowlton and Tilton were investi¬
gating the functions of the HYale Chronicles of America"
photoplays.

The experimental subject matter was United

States history at the seventh-grade level.
the students,

About 350 of

equally divided between experimental and

control groups, took all tests and participated in the
final comparison of results.

The average objective test

score gain for the film children was 2.0 points higher
than the average gain for the control children, and the

2^Dale, Dunn, Hoban, Schneider,
Education
P.308

Motion Pictures in
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probable error of this difference 7/as 0.3.

In England

during this period we find Frances Consitt at work; she
secured reports from a large number of teachers and pupupils throughout England on (a) the values accruing to
the use of the motion picture in instruction; (b) its
adaptability to various age and grade levels;

(c) the

nature of pupil responses and (d) technical imperfections
of available motion pictures.

Miss Consitt experimented

with groups of from 20 to 80 children which ranged in
average chronological age from 13 to 15 years.
perimental subject matter was history.

The ex¬

One reel of film

was used and the instructional period lasted 45 minutes.
The parallel group technique was employed and the groups
were matched as to sex, age, and intelligence-test scores.
Learning was measured with a short-answer test and an
essay test, and in the three experiments two differences
were found.

Both of these were in favor of the group

which continued their discussion until the end of the
period instead of watching another showing of the film.
The experiments of the 1924-30 period differed
\

from those reported prior to 1924 in that the motion
pictures which were used for experimental evaluation
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were specifically constructed for instructional purposes,
while those previously used were in many cases films pro¬
duced by industrial concerns for indirect advertising
purposes•
(3)

Experimental Period from 1930 - 1939 -- Up to

1930 research was limited to the use of silent films. Mean¬
while, sound accompaniment had been added to motion pictures.
During the past nine years the general trend of experimental
research has been in the direction of (a) the effectiveness
of sound pictures in informative learning and t he develop¬
ment of thinking in various subject-matter areas;

(b) the

relative effectiveness of various methods of verbal accomp¬
animent to motion pictures;

(c) the effectiveness of both

sound and silent motion pictures with large and small classes.
Arnspiger and Rulon of Harvard University investigated the
effectiveness of sound pictures produced for and used with
certain definite units of instruction.

PwUlon’s experiment

represents an attempt to evaluate numerically the educational
effectiveness of the sound motion picture in the teaching of
a school subject.

The particular subject chosen was General

Science, and the particular level at which the experiment
was performed was the ninth grade. The instructional material
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dealt with Physiography and Biology and was presented by
means of a

textbook and a series of talking motion pictures.

In terms of immediate student achievement, our
results indicated that the teaching technique
employing the motion-picture film was 20.5 per
cent more effective from the instructional
standpoint than was the usual unaided presenta¬
tion.

In terras of retention, the results of our

experiment indicate an even greater superiority
for the film technique.

Our tests showed that

the retained gain of the Film Group was 38.5 per
cent greater than that of the Control Group.
If our findings were generalized with the
statement that the film technique is more useful
in Physiography teaching than in Biology teaching,
it would be equivalent to saying that the motion
picture is more appropriate as a technique for
presenting the subject matter of Physiography.
Our results do not indicate any tendency for
the motion picture technique to
ficial thinkers',

*

produce super¬

'dull the imagination', or to

fill the child's mind with unrelated facts at
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the expense of his ability to think.

On the

contrary, when our tests were scored separately
for Rote and Eduction Items, the Film Group ex¬
celled the Control Group by a larger margin on
the Eduction Items than on the Rote Items. This
finding is pronounced in the Immediate-Test re¬
sults and even more pronounced in the Retention
results.^
Clark, Westfall and Einbecker evaluated the effective¬
ness of various methods of verbal accompaniment to films.
The problem of the effectiveness of motion pictures with large
and small groups of pupils was investigated by Stoddard who
compared sound motion pictures in auditorium showings with
traditional non-visual methods in the classroom and as a
result "defends further the position that motion pictures can
be used effectively with large groups, especially with the
contract method of instruction."

25

In Philadelphia on Jan¬

uary 10th of this year the Regent’s Inquiry into the relation
of motion pictures and radio to the school systems was answered
by Dr. Luther Gulick, director, who said, "Motion pictures and
radio should supplement the classroom teacher not displace her.
With further research and experimentation the opportunities

24Rulon, Phillip Justin, The Sound Motion Picture in
Science Teaching PP 98-104
25Stoddard, A. J., "Will Sound Pictures Tend to Increase
Class Size" Nations Schools
(July,1934) -.16
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for using "both agencies as classroom teaching uids are
26
limitless."
In this review of trends since 1915 in
the visual instructional research reference has been
made only of the major published studies, most of which
were subsidized by some agency interested in the use of
visual aids in education.

26'Hew York Times

January 10, 1939
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CHAPTER III
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE
(1) Statement of the Problem:

Does a Biology class in

grade ten, making much use of visual aids, achieve higher
ratings in Biology than a like class having no visual aids?
(2) The Town and School: The town of West Springfield is
situated on the west side of the Connecticut River, across from
the city of Springfield, and serves as one of its residential
outlets.

The town has many industrial plants with several

firms of national importance.

The population is about 17,000

and as a large number are employed in the city as well as in
local industries, with many in market gardening, no one par¬
ticular interest is being served, consequently ,the pupils
attending the West Springfield High School come from homes of
every description.

The enrolment of the school is about six

hundred pupils at the present time.
(3) The Subjects:

Four classes of boys and girls in the

sophomore year taking Biology.

In all, six sophomore classes

were taking the Biology course but the arrangement found ad¬
visable wa3 to select the two classes by Mr. Piper and two
classes from Miss Planting because both teachers had had training
courses in visual education.

Biology Class Being Instructed with Visual Aids
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Th.e experiment was to be for a 12 week period; by
selection each teacher was to have one control group and one
experimental group during the first six weeks, Mr. Piper's
classes being Biology 1 and 2 and Miss Planting's group being
Biology 3 and 4.

At the end of the six weeks period the

classes were rotated so that during the twelve week period
each of the four classes would have one experiment period of
six weeks and one control period of the same length of t ime.
(4)

Pairing of the Subjects: For Miss Planting’s classes

pairing was done on the basis of Intelligence Quotient, General
Average of School Marks, Science Ability Marks.

Mr. Piper’s

class was so widely dispersed in ability that pairing was impos¬
sible.
(5)

The average I.Q.in one class was 109.4;in the other 97.7.
Materials:

(a)

’’The Blaisdell Instructional Tests

in Biology" were used as the testing material at the finish of
each instructional unit.

These tests are used extensively in

junior and senior high schools for testing the progress in
Biology subject matter.

"By testing the class upon completion

of each unit of work the teacher can determine the extent to
which the students have mastered the work.

They enable the

teacher to make an inventory of achievement at each stage."

^Blaisdell, J. G.» Instructional Tests in Biology;
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
World Book Company
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Biology Class Being Instructed by the Lecture Method
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This is much more progressive and efficient educational prac¬
tice than the usual one of waiting till the term is completed
and then have a review and final test.

The series contains

twenty-five tests arranged by topics to cover a year*s work
in elementary Biology.

The tests conform to the subject

matter as outlined in the various state and city courses in
the subject.
(b) A teacher prepared test was given at the conclusion
of one of the units of the experiment and was along the same
style of questions as given in the Blaisdell tests.
(c) "A Supplementary Visual Aid Guide" was followed
during the twelve weeks of the course by both of the teachers
in the conduct of the experimental classes.
(d) Types of Visual Aids:

Various types of "visual

aids" used in the conduct of the experiment included blackboard
illustrations, charts, film slides, microscope slides, glass
stereopticon slides, specimens and 16mm. films.
(6) Procedure — The following procedures were used in the
experiment:
(a)

The classes were selected without being informed

in regard to the experiment and paired according to the section
of this chapter entitled "Pairing of the Subjects'.'
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(b)

The experiment began on November 28, 1938. This

date was selected as it marked the beginning of a Biology unit.
(c)

The experimental group (both sections 1 and 3)

received a full period of instruction by means of visual aids
every day.

The control groups (2 and 4) were given the daily

lesson by means of the lecture method.
(d)

At the end of 6 weeks the classes were rotated.

Classes 2 and 4 became the experimental classes and classes
1 and 3 the control classes.
(e)

The experiment was of twelve weeks duration and

consisted of eight selected units of instruction in elementary
biology in the sophomore year.

The following units were given:

1.

A Study of Insects

2.

Forests and Other Economic Plants

3.

Non-flowering Plants

4.

Algae and Other Simple Plants

5.

Bacteria

6.

Protozoans

7.

Crustaceans

8.

The Grasshopper

Each unit covered about one week with additional time for
testing.

The test questions covered work of one entire unit.

At the conclusion of the first six weeks before the rotation

MOSS

Permission of the Ginn & Co., New N O'*
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period four units were covered.

An equal number of units

were covered the second six weeks.
(f)

At the conclusion of the eighth unit on

March 17, 1939, questionnaires were given to each class par¬
ticipating in the experiment.
out by the teachers.

Questionnaires were also filled

Chapter 5 has been devoted to the con¬

sideration of the replies given on these questionnaires and
in the Appendix 2 may be found copies of the pupil-teacher
questionnaires.
(7)

Extent of Control -- The pairing done in Miss

Planting’s groups served to make her classes sufficiently
equivalent in intelligence, school marks and science marks
for the purposes of this study.

All other factors, so far

as possible, were kept constant; one teacher, the same sub¬
ject matter, the same assignments and the same text-booxc.
Thus, the only variable would appear to be the use of visual
aids in the experimental classes.

With Mr. Piper’s classes

the situation was different - one class surpassed the other
in intelligence and in school marks.

It was for these classes

that the rotation method was particularly intended. Naturally,
the high intelligence group would do better work.

By placing

them first as an experimental group where their intelligence

GENERAL

THE GRASSHOPPER

BIOLOGY

SERIES

Permission of the Ginn 8t Co., New York
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would show a gain for the experimental method and second
as a control group where their superior intelligence would
show a gain for the control method it was hoped to cancel
the effect of this superiority.

The endeavor was to main¬

tain actual classroom situations during the twelve weeks
of investigation.

In order to carry out this aim the pupils

had no .knowledge of the experiment or its purpose during the
time devoted to the study.

ANALYSIS

OF

DATA

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The general procedure in the experiment was described
in the preceding chapter.

The study adopted the rotation method

because of the presence of several variables which could not be
otherwise controlled.

A test was given at the end of each unit.

This resulted in four testing sessions in the first period of
the experiment and four for the rotation period.

These test

results will be analyzed in turn.

(l) First Section.

Unit I — The first unit in the ex¬

periment covered material on "Algae and Other Simple Plants".
A test of thirty-one objective questions was administered at
the end of the unit.
are shown in Table I.

The results for the different groups
Group A represents the control and ex¬

perimental classes of i£r. Piper and Group 3 the control and
experimental classes of ISiss Planting.

The mean lor the ex¬

perimental class of Group A was 24.2; for the control cla^^
17.7.

The critical ratio of this difference was 5.0.

This

indicates a significant difference in favor of the Visual
Aid Class .

As pointed out before, however, this may be due
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to the superior intelligence of this group.

In Group B the

means were 23.4 and 22.6 respectively for the experimental and
control classes.

The critical ratio of the difference was .71

and>is not a reliable indication.

Table I
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit I, Together with
the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORE

Group A
EXPER.
CONT.

32
28
24
20
16
12
8

Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means

5
0
0

0
7
7
7
1
0

_0
22

_0
22

23.4

22.6

2.7

3.6

0
7

21

0
2
4
4
8
2
JL
21

24.2

17.7

2
6
9
4
0
0
_0

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.

10

j

4.2

3.5
.76

.92

Standard Error of
Difference of Means

1.3

Critical Ratio

5.0

.58

.76

.71
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fflrst oection.

Unit II -- The second unit in the

experiment covered the work on Bacteria.

This test consisted

of a total of thirty questions and was given to the four classes
at the conclusion of the unit.

The standings of the different

groups are shown on Table II.

Table II
The Scores Hade by the Four Groups on Unit 2, Together with
the Means , Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

Group A
SCORE

EXPER.

32
28
24
20
16
12

C01IT.

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.

2
11
7
0
1
0
21

0
6
8
4
2
1
21

2
14
4
1
1
0
22

5
9
6
2
0
0
22

25.5

22.0

25.7

26.0

3.4

4.4

3.5

3.6

Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means

.92

.73

Standard Error of
Difference of Means

1.3

Critical Ratio

2.7

.75

.76
n o
-.31*

*The minus sign before the critical rati0
”e^|ly
that the mean of the control class exceeded the mean of
the experimental class.
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The mean for the experimental class of Group A was 25.5; for
the control class 22.0.
was 2.7.

The Critical Ratio of this difference

For Group B the mean of the experimental class was

25.7 and the control 26.

The Critical Ratio of both groups

was not significant.
(3) First Section.

Unit III -- The third unit carried

out in this experiment covered material on "Non-Flowering
Plants',; The test consisted of fifty questions and was given
to the classes at the finish of the unit.

The results for

the control and experimental groups are shown on Table III.

Table III
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 3, Together with
the Means, Standard Error and Critical Ratios.

SCORE
32
28
24
20
16
12

Group A
EXPER.
C0NT.
0
6
3
5
6
7
3
4
0
6

Mean

EXPER.
0
0
1
14
6

21
25.7

21
19.4

1
22
17.7

4.2

4.9

2.6

0

Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means

2

.90

1.06

Group B
C0NT.
0

0
5
8

.

8

1
22
18.0
3.4

.56

.72

Standard Error of
Difference of Means

1.4

1.1

Critical Ratio

4.5

-.27

-49The mean for the experimental class of Group A, taught by Mr.
Piper, was 25.7 and for the control class 19.4.
ratio of this difference was 4.5.

The critical

This indicates that the

visual aids were favored with a significant difference.

The

mean for the experimental class of Group B, taught by Miss
Planting was 17.7 and for the control class 18.0. The critical
ratio of difference being -.27 and not a reliable one.
(4)

First Section Unit IV — The fourth unit carried

out in this experiment was the last of the first six weeks period
and covered material on "Forests and Other Economic Plants'.' The
test consisted of fifty objective questions and like the others
was given at the end of the unit.

The results for all four

groups are found on Table IV.

Table IV
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 4, Together with the
Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORE
45
40
35
30
25
20

Group A
EXPSR.
COHT.
0
0
0
1
1
0
3
14
10
6
7
0
21
21

Group B
EXPER.
C0NT
0
1
4
2

22

9
8
0
0
22

9
9
2
0

31.5

27.1

35.0

37.1

Standard Deviation 3.3

4.4

4.0

4.3

Mean

Standard Error
of Means

1.3

1.3
1.6

.

Critical Ratio

.9

.85

to

Standard Error- of
Difference of Means

.96

.72
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The mean for the experimental class of Group A was 31.5 arid the
control 27.1.

The critical ratio of this difference was 3.4 and

regarded as a significant one.

The mean for the experimental

and control classes of Group B were 35.0 and 37.1 respectively.
The critical ratio was -1.6 and not a reliable difference.
(5) First Section. Units I-IV — In order to see the
results as a whole for the first part of the experiment computa¬
tion was made of the total scores of the pupils on the first
four units.
These totals are shown in Table V.

Table V
The Total Scores made by the Four Classes in Units I-IV, Together
with the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORE

Group A
C0NT.
EXPER.

120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means

Group 3
EXPER.
C0NT.

1
5
8
5
2
0
0
0
21"
104.1

0
1
.3
4
5
4
3
1
21
85.0

3
9
8
2
0
0
0
0
22
100.9

2
2
6
10
2
0
0
0
22
101.4

10.2

13.5

8.4

10.7

2.2

2.9

1.8

2•0

Standard Error of
Difference of Means

2.3

Critical Ratio

8.3

o

A

-.25
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The mean for the experimental classes of Group A was 104.1 and
the control classes 85.0. The critical ratio of the difference
of the means was 8.3 and considered as definitely significant.
The mean for the experimental classes of Group B was 100.9 and
the control classes was 101.4.

The critical ratio of the

difference of the means was -.25 and is not a reliable difference.
(6)
Second Section. Unit I — The fifth unit in this
experiment, and the first on the rotation period was on the sub¬
ject of "Protozoans". The test covered a total of twenty-five
questions and followed the system of being administered at the
conclusion of the unit. The standings of the various groups
are shown on Table VI.

Table VI
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 5, Together with
the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.
__J. ■ ■ ■ »■ »■— M I

■

H —■ '

■■'■■■!»

SCORE
25
21
17
13

9
5
Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means

^

- — ■-■■■ ■■ J-^ r—

^

Group A
C0NT.
EXPER.

—

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.

0
0
21
19.2

10
9
1
1
0
0
21 '
21.3

6
9
7
0
0
0
22
19.8

7
12
1
1
0
1
22
18.2

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.9

3
13
3
2

.69

*69

.83

• 66

Standard Error of
Difference of Means

.2

1.2

Critical Ratio

.7

1.3
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The mean for the experimental clasa of Group A was 19.2; for the
control class 21.3.
nificant one.

The critical ratio was -1.7 and not a sig¬

The mean of the experimental class of Group B

was 19.8 and the control class 18.2.

The critical ratio of

difference was not reliable at 1.3.
(7)
Second Section. Unit II — The sixth unit, and
second on the rotation period was on MCrustaceans'1 subjectmatter.
The test at the end of this unit covered a total of
thirty questions. The results for all groups participating
are listed on Table VII.

Table VII
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 6, Together with
the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORE
36
32
28
24
20
16
Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means
Standard Error of
Difference of Means
Critical Ratio

Group A
EXPER.
COHT.

Group B
EXPER.
COUT •

0
0
4
10
4
3
21

2
5
9
5
0
0
21 '

2
7
10
1
1
1
22

1
4
7
7
3
0
22

24.8

30.7

30.9

28.7

3.8

-3.6

2.0

4.2

.82

.78

.43

.90

The mean for the experimental and control classes of Group A
was 24.8 and 30.7. For Group B the means for the two classes
was 30.9 and S'-'.V. The critical ratio of Group A was 4.5 and
is reliable; for Group B it was 1.8 and is not reliable, that
is, it shows no advantage for the other method.
(8)
Second Section. Unit III — The seventh unit
covered in this experiment material on "The Grasshopper" The
teacher-made test consisted of twenty-nine questions. The
standings of the different classes are found on Table VIII.

Table VIII
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 7, Together with
the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

Group A
SCORES

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.

EXPER.

CONT.

2
3
6
7
3
21

4
7
8
1
1
21

2
15
4
1
0
22

6
5
10
0
1
22

20.9

24.3

25.3

24.7

Standard Deviation 4.6

4.0

2.6

4.0

31
27
23
19
15
Mean

Standard Error
of Means
Standard Error of
Difference of Means
Critical Ratio

.87

1.01

.87

.55

1.4

1•2

-2.4

.5
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Thc mean for the experimental and control classes of Group A
was 20.9 and 24.3 respectively.

The means of the experimental

and control classes for Group B were 25.3 and 24.7.

The

critical ratios for Groups A and B were -2.4 and .5 and the
difference is not considered a significant difference.
(9)
Second Section Unit IV — The eighth and last
unit of the twelve weeks experiment covered the work on the
subject of "Insects*.’ This test consisted of fifty objective
questions and was given to the pupils at the conclusion of
the unit.
The results of the control and experimental classes
are shown on Table IX.

Table IX
The Scores Made by the Four Groups on Unit 8, Together with
the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORES

Group A
EXPER.
COHT.
0
2
7
5
4
3

46
42
38
34
30
26

2
9
5
4
1

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.
3
9
7

0
7
22

2
8

21

0
21

2
1
0
22

33.2

38.4

39.1

33.7

Standard Deviation

4.9

3.5

3.9

4.6

Standard Error of
Means

1.06

Mean

Standard Error of
Difference of Means
Critical Ratio

.76

2

3

.97

.83

1.4

1.3

-4.0

4.1

The mean of the experimental class for Group A was 33.2 and the
control 38.4. The critical ratio of the difference of the means
was -4.0 and is considered reliable. The means for the Group B
Experimental and Control classes were 39.1 and 33.7 respectively.
The critical ratio of 4.1 marks a significant difference.
(10)
Second Section. Units V - VIII — In order to
analyze the results as a whole for the second part of the ex¬
periment computation was made of the total scores of the pupils
on the last four units. These totals are shown in Table X.

Table X
The Total Scores Made by the Four Classes in Units V-VIII,
Together with the Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratios.

SCORE

EXPER.

130
120
110
100
90
80
70

0
0
2
6
6
6
1
21

Group A
COET.
2
2
8
8
1
0
0
21

Group B
EXPER.
COET.
2
2
11
5
1
1
0
22

0
4
5
8
3
2
0
22

Mean

95.9

113.1

113.2

107.7

Standard Deviation

10.6

10.0

11.1

11.7

2.2

2.3

.
2.4

_ _
ft • 0

Standard Error
of Means
Standard Error of
Difference of Means
Critical Ratio

2.1
-8.2
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The mean for the experimental classes of Group A was 95.9 and
the control classes 113.1. The critical ratio of the difference
of the means was -8.2 and is considered reliable. For the means
of the classes in Group B we have 113.2 and 107.7 respectively.
The critical ratio of the difference of the means was 2.5 and
short but a half point of being a reliable difference.
(ll)
Summary. Units I - VIII — In order to deter¬
mine what was the effect of Visual Aids in the whole experiment
computation was made of the totals for Units I - VIII. During
this time, however, each individual was control for four units
and experimental for four units. For this reason the following
procedure was used. Let us think of A as one individual and A*
his pair as determined,by I.Q,. and marks in Science; of 3 as an¬
other individual and B1 his pair, and so on, and let the following be their scores:
A 1 B1

c1

Control

A

B

C

I

27

23

29

28

23

26

I

II

28

29

27

26

23

24

II

III

29

24

29

22

28

22

III

IV

34

28

34

24

28

20

IV

100 102

92

T

Experimental

118 104 119

T

Experimental

Control
V

25

24

20

21

21

16

V

VI

30

37

30

30

26

22

VI

VII

28

29

24

24

22

22

VII

VIII

44

41

41

36

30

40

VIII

127 131 115

111

T

99 100

T
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*•

Individual A made 118 as a member of the experimental group
and 127 as a control*

His pair

made 111 aa a member of the

experimental class and 100 as a control - and so on*

In favor

of the experimental method we have, therefore, the following:
118 t

104 +

119 +

we have 100 +

111 +

102 +

99 +

92 +

100=

127 +

651.

131+

In favor of the control

115=*

667.

The same was

done for all the membera of the experiment and their pairs.

The

results are shown in Table XI.

Table XI
Scores Made by Pupils and Their Pairs for the Whole Experiment,
and Favoring Either the Experimental or Control Methods, Together
with Means, Standard Errors and Critical Ratio.

SCORES

Group A
CONT.
EXPER.

240
230

0

220
210
200
190
180
170
160

1
5
7
2

Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
of Means
Standard Error of
Difference of Means
Critical Ratio

0
2
1
2
4
• 5
3
3
1
21

0

4

1
1
21

Group B
EXPER.
CONT.
1
2
7
3
4
3
1
1
0
22

0
0
7
5
4
3
1
2
0
22

200.2

198.3

213.6

208.6

15.0

18.0

17.1

18.7

3.3

3.9

3.6

3•9

2.7
*70
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The results of the scores for the classes covering the eight
units showed the mean for the experimental class of Group A
as 200,2 and the control 198.3.

The critical ratio of the

difference of the means was .70 and not considered significant.
For Group 3 the mean of the experimental class was 213.6 and
the control 208.6.

The critical ratio of the difference of

the means was 1.8 and not large enough to he considered as a
reliable difference.
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CHAPTER V
REACTION OP PUPIL AND TEACHER

In the procedure it was stated that questionnaires
(found in appendix 4) were given at the conclusion of the ex¬
periment to the pupils in all four classes and to the two teachers.Miss Planting and Mr. Piper.

The replies of all partici¬

pants in the investigation were used in order to secure the
pupil reaction.

A single type of questionnaire with a total of

9 questions was given to the students.
teachers*

The questions in the

questionnaire were similar to those given to the pupils

with but few exceptions.

An attempt was made to convince the

pupils that an honest opinion expressed on the questionnaires
would be a valued contribution to the experiment.

Since the

pupils were unaware that the experiment was being conducted it
was natural that they would answer freely and not feel that such
answers would have any influence on their marks.

The questions

on the questionnaire were explained briefly before being dis¬
tributed to the pupils in order to secure the best possible
results.

The questionnaire was limited to 9 questions in order

that the students could answer them in, relatively, a short period
and thus prevent hurried checking of the questions without the
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time necessary for proper thinking.

The results in the form

of answers to the specific questions given on the questionnaire
are found on the following pages.

( 1)

WOULD YOU PREFER TO HAVE THE TEACHER GIVE THE BIOLOGY

LESSONS BY MEANS OF
(b)

(a)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS ENTIRELY?

THE LECTURE METHOD ENTIRELY?

(c)

A COMBINATION OF VISUAL

AIDS AND LECTURE METHOD?
This question was the first on the questionnaire and
resulted from the opinions of the two teachers conducting the
experiment and myself.
on the effect

We felt that since the experiment was

of use of visual aids in the study of Biology,

and

was limited to the method of instruction by means of the visual
aids and the lecture,

that a third portion of the question should

include the instruction by a combination of visual aids and
lecture and would be of value to the experiment.

The replies

to the question were tabulated and in Miss Planting's classes
fourteen out of forty-four favored the visual aid method with the
remaining pupils in favor of the combination method and none in
favor of the lecture method.

In Mr. Piper's classes every pupil

of both classes favored the combination method.

It is apparent

that the pupils in Miss Planting's classes were nearly equally
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divided on the question of the visual aids method or a combina¬
tion of visual aids and lecture method, while tor. Piper's pupils
were unanimous for the combination method.

(2)

DO YOU LIKE BIOLOGY?
This was the second question given to the classes

and was tabulated according to the pupil's like or dislike of
Biology.

In Miss Planting's classes thirty-five pupils liked

Biology and seven disliked the subject.

In Mr. Piper's classes

thirty-eight liked the study of Biology and four disliked the
subject.

From the results of this tabulation practically all

the pupils liked the study of Biology.

(3)

DID THE VISUAL AIDS HELP YOU IN STUDYING BIOLOGY?
The results from the third question showed that in

Miss Planting's classes all but one pupil felt that the visual
aids helped them in the study of Biology.

In Mr. Piper's

classes the pupils were unanimous in the affirmative that the
visual aids helped them in the study of the subject.

(4)

WHICH TYPE OF VISUAL AIDS HELPED YOU MOST Ih THE

STUDY OF BIOLOGY?
SLIDE PROJECTOR.

MOVING PICTURE. GLASS SLIDE PROJECTOR, FILM
CHARTS.

SPECIMENS. MICROSCOPE

In this tabulation in Miss Planting's classes we find
thirty-eight in favor of the moving pictures; three for the
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specimens,

two for the

film slides and one for the microscope.

In Mr. Piper* s classes twenty-six favored the moving picture;
eight replied that the
film slides;

charts helped them most; four were for the

three desired the specimens and one selected the

stereopticon or glass slide projector.

Prom the replies re¬

ceived to Question 4 it can be seen that the majority of the
pupils feel

that the greatest benefit is derived from moving

pictures as compared to the other visual aids used in the ex¬
periment.

The charts,

film slides,

specimens and stereopticon

were chosen by a few of the pupils who felt their greatest help
came from those visual aids.

(5)

DID THE VISUAL AIDS HELP IN YOUR ORAL RECITATIONS?
This was question five on the questionnaire and

forty out of forty-four answered in the affirmative in Miss
Planting* s class with one negative and one blank.

In Mr. Piper’s

classes thirty-nine were in the affirmative and three negative.
This tabulation shows practically all of the pupils felt that
the visual aids helped them in their oral recitations.

(6)

DID THE VISUAL AIDS HELP IN YOUR TffSTSj
All of Miss Planting’s pupils answered in the affirma

tive with the exception of two who left blanks.

In Mr. Piper's
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classes all pupils were in the affirmative with the exception
of three who gave negative replies.

It is quite apparent that

the visual aids were of considerable aid to the pupils while
engaged in taking tests.
aid

It is interesting to note that this

is not apparert in the test results shown in Chapter IV.

(7)

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD GET OUT OF 3I0L0GY

BESIDES A MARK IN THE COURSE?
This is a general question and various answers
were received from the pupils of the four classes such as
"A better understanding of blood and circulation";
preparation for life’s conditions";

"Better

"Greater interest in

Hature"; and "A desire to study further in Biology".

(8)

DO YOU THINK VISUAL AIDS

(b) PREVENT YOU FROM GETTIIIG TEAT?

(c)

(a) HELP YOU GET THAT?
MAKE HO DIFFERENCE?

The replies to question eight were conclusive
that visual aids were helping obtain the desired results as
expressed in Question 7.

(9)

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY OTHER SUBJECTS IN WHICH YOU

3ELIEVK THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS WOULD HELP?
In this question the pupils were given three
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choices and the subjects receiving the most checks in Kiss
Planting* s classes were as follows;

History, fourteen;

Geography, thirteen; Social Science, six; General Science,
four.

In Mr. Piper’s classes twenty-three favored History,

twenty-two were for Geography; General Science, twenty-one;
Social Science, eighteen; Business Methods, five; Chemistry,
one.

The results of this question show that a large number

of pupils favored the use of visual aids in History, Geography,
General and Social Sciences.

Schools in all parts of the coun¬

try having visual educational departments are striving to
extend the services to such an extent that subjects listed above
will benefit.

TEACHER REACTION
The replies of the teachers made on the question¬
naires

(see appendix) are extremely valuable and present a

worthwhile contribution to this
(1)

experiment.

From what method of instruction do you believe the

pupils derived the most benefit?

Visual Aids, Lecture,

Combination of Both.
Answer:

Mis Planting - Combination;

Mr. Piper -

Combination.
(2)
prefer?

Which of these three methods of instruction do you
Visual Aids,

Lecture,

Combination of both
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Answer:

Miss Planting - Combination;

Mr. Piper -

Combination of both.
(3)

What visual aid do you find gives the best results

in your instruction

(indicate first and second choice)

Moving Pictures. Microscope, .Film Slide. Projector, Charts.
Glass Slide Projector, Specimens.
Answer:
Slide Projector.

Miss Planting (l) Specimens

(2) Glass

Mr. Piper (l) Glass Slide Projector,

(2)

Moving Pictures.
(4)

What other subjects do you believe would benefit

from the use of visual aids?
Answer:
(3)

Miss Planting:

(l) History

Chemistry (4) Commercial Geography.

History

(2)
(5)

Geography

(3) Physics

(2) Physics

Mr. Piper:

(l)

(4) English

Do you feel that you received as much interest and

response from instruction with the visual aids as by thelecture method?
Answer:
(6)

Miss Planting: Yes.

Mr. Piper, Yes.

Was this experiment carried out without the pupils

being aware of it?
Answer:

Miss Planting, Yes.

Mr. Piper, Yes.
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Would you suggest another experiment In Biology
or General Science that Includes the uae of visual aids?
Answer:

Mias Planting:

1.

Comparative value

of various types of visual aids to science teaching.

2.

How

much does the explanation of the teacher have in the effective
use of visual aids.

3,

Could the increased interest through

use of visual aids be measured.

4.

What improvements may be

made in present moving pictures used in school to make them
more effective teaching aids or teaching devices in themselves.
Mr. Piper:

It would be interesting to try to determine the

comparative value of motion pictures and glass slides in Biology
since their usefulness seems to overlap.
(8)

As a result of your association with the experi-

ment what conclusions have you reached?
observations,

(Criticisms, suggestions,

etc.)
Answer:

Miss Planting:

The subject matter could

not be handled on a visual basis alone or on a lecture basis
alone.
both.

The material of the course demands a combination of
The illustrative material in the book is very helpful

to the student.

The tests given to both sections did not

test visual material alone but also material of a nature that
is not essentially visual in nature.

There is no question but
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that the classes appreciate and are more interested when there
is a greater use of visual aids.
of films might have altered

Mr. Piper: A better assortment

the results of the experiment;

probably necessary to order nearly a year in advance to get
all those which might have been useful.

STATEMENT
CONCLUSION

\

OF

AND

PROBLEM
LIMITATIONS

CHAPTER VI

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The question of how much value a new tool or device
tray "be for instructional purposes is no longer based solely on
opinion.

Educational research on a scientific basis is the

method being employed today in order to evaluate more perfectly
the benefits derived from the introduction of such instructional
assets as "visual aids"

In an endeavor to find the answer to

the question of "What Is the Effect of Visual Aids in Biology"
the following problem was evolved.
(1)

The Problem — The problem which this study sought

to answer was "Do oupils in a Biology class in grade ten, making
much use of visual aids, achieve higher ratings in Biology than
pupils in a like class having no visual aids?"
(2)

Conclusions — From the material presented in

previous chapters it would appear that the following conclu¬
sions can be made:
(a) There was no significant difference
in favor of the experimental classes.

(b) There is no evidence in this study
that classes using Visual Aids in

_ r» *
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Biology will achieve more than
those not using these aids.

(c)

Superior classes in Biology
maintain their superiority over
inferior classes regardless of
whether Visual Aids are used or not.

(d)

Pupils in general preferred the
visual aids or a combination of
visual aids and lecture method
to the lecture method of instruc¬
tion alone.

(e)

Pupils in general felt the visual
aids were an aid in their oral
recitations.

(f)

Practically all of pupils in this
experiment were of the opinion
that visual aids helped them in
their tests.

(g)

Both of the teachers in this
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experiment preferred to teach
with visual aids or a combina¬
tion of visual aids and lecture
method•

(3)

Limitations — Several limitations have

appeared during this study which should be removed before
any attempt is made to continue the work.
(a)

The small sampling.

These are:
It is likely that

if more pairs had been available the
results would have been more significant.

(b)

The small sampling.

Only eight units

were used over a period of twelve weeks.
i£ore time spent on the experiment might
have given more significant results.

(c)

If possible,

the groups should be

equivalent.

Two were equivalent and

two were not.

We assume that the rotation

method cancels the results of all vari¬
ables except the one under observation.
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It is possible that it may
not accomplish this result.

(d)

If possible, one teacher
should conduct the experiment.
A better planned visual aid
study guide would possibly
result.

APPENDICES

VISUAL AIDS

APPENDIX I

VISUAL AIDS

Although there is evidence of spasmodic use of the
school journey practice from as early as the Greeks,

its first

systematic organization as an approved school activity is re¬
corded in the present century.

In the seventeenth century

Comenius strongly recommended this procedure.
Alexander Pope expressed the same idea.

A century later

Late in the nineteenth

century Francis Parker introduced the school journey in his
school in Chicago.

It was England that first placed the school

journey on an organized systematic plane.

In 1905 school

journeys received official sanction in England.

In 1930 school

journeys were an accepted practice in the United States, England,
Germany, France, Belgium and Sweden,
part of instruction as

vi/hile not so definite a

in some European countries school journey

practice is growing rapidly in the United States.

The National

and State capitols are favored spots for junior and senior high
school groups.

Visits to parks, forests, museums and industries

are undertaken by elementary classes.

The use of the school

journeys in connection with learning procedures has very dis¬
tinctive advantages, especially to present subjects of study in
their natural setting or as they function,
dences necessary to clarify instruction,

offer concrete evi¬

stimulate interest in
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Art, History, Music, Nature Study and Vocational subjects,
blend school work with actual life, correlate the subjects
of the curriculum,

develop keenness of observation, stimu¬

late narration and discussion, and provide actual source
materials for study.

(l)

Excursion or School Journey — The Excursion offers

a rare opportunity for the teacher and pupils to come in con¬
tact with nature and the great out-doors.

The formal school

atmosphere is left behind and teacher and pupils meet on com¬
mon ground with a common interest.

There is a fine oppor¬

tunity for the teacher to discover in some of the backward
boys and girls latent interests and abilities never before
dreamed of.

The various types of school journeys vitalize

classroom problems and
life outside.

tend to correlate school work to the

Special duties and responsibilities are as¬

signed to the members of each group and in this way offers
unusual opportunities for good citizenship training.

Prior

to the excursions to factories, museums, or places of interest,
it is necessary for assigned members of the class to write
seeking the necessary permission to visit.
parks, fields,
birds,

insects,

Trips may be to

or woodlands for close observation of flowers,
or trees in their native environment.

This
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visual experience has no substitute that will bring the same
degree of effectiveness.

It is not necessary that the excur¬

sion be too distant from the school, for many timeB valuable
exhibitions of the works of nature, and the locations of
factory or museum may be within a radius of a mile or two,
eliminating any great expense or danger to the group.
(2)

The School Museum — Object and model collections

have become so important a part of instructional equipment
that the progressive school systems call them school museums.
In present day school museums the materials are systematically
arranged, properly labeled and held ready for distribution and
use when instructional and learning needs require them.

While

their functions are practically those of a museum, department
collections are maintained by many school authorities and tea¬
chers in subjects such as biology, botany, geography, and
geology.

St. Louis, Reading and Detroit are but three of the

many cities that devote an entire building to museum activi¬
ties.

The MacFarland Junior High School in Washington D.C.

has a splendid school museum in a room set aside for this
purpose.

The school museum materials may be supplemented with

loan materials from other school districts or from individuals
in the town or city where the school is located,

borne res¬

idents have collections of Art, fabrics, or of historic
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or rare articles that may be made accessible for school use
upon request.

Much of the value of the museum comes through

actual demonstration and experimentation by the pupils rather
than by the teacher. In Chicago the school museum service was
made possible in 1911 through the efforts of Dr. Frederick
J. W. Skiff,

director of Field Museum.

Since 1904 the Ameri¬

can Museum of Natural History has been serving the New York
City Schools with Museum materials.
(3)

Still Picture — Still pictures are available in

the stereograph, the slide,

the film strip and the photograph.

The invention of the stereoscope dates back to 1832.

It is a

three-dimension picture, produced by the use of two cameras or
a double camera, arranged at slightly different angles.

These

two photographs are enlarged and merged into a single image by
the lenses of the stereoscope,

thus giving to the observer an

illusion of three dimensions which produces a vivid impression
of reality.

Stereographs are not intended for group teaching.

They are decidedly individualistic and should be so used.

In

primary grades only a few stereoscopes at a time should be
placed on the table for use.

If there is electricity in the

building a telebinocular will give best results.
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(4' The Stereograph -- The stereograph is one of
the most available and convenient of the visual aide to use
and easily ranks first in importance in the still picture
division.

It is constructed on the scientific principal

that two eyes see better than one.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

was credited with its introduction into the homes about the
opening of the Civil War.

Some years later it was adopted

by the schools and has stood the test of time as a favorite
and valuable visual aid.

It is the three dimension effect that

gives to the stereograph its value and leading position among
the effective tools of teaching.

HThe chief use has been in

the elementary grades and of late years has come into vital
use in secondary schools particularly in the field of mathematics."

28

Stereographs are not intended for group teaching;

starting with the primary grades only a few stereographs should
be used at a time.
(5)

Stereopticon or Lantern Glide — The modern stereop-

ticon glass slide is projected on the walls of the school room
in all its beautiful colors by means of the stereopticon or
"magic lantern" as it was known in olden days.

The gless

slide consists of a piece of glass upon which is a plain or
colored photograph,

like the ordinary photograph except the

28J?reeman, Frank H., Visual Education

P.149
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gelatin film is supported on glass instead of paper.

By means

of a brilliant light which passes through the lens the trans¬
parent picture is enlarged and focused on the screen.

It is a

two-dimension picture intended for observation and study.

"The

slide becomes an excellent teaching aid since it makes possible
that prolonged duration of attention upon which so largely
depends the correctness and permanence of the impression re¬
ceived."29

There is available an almost unlimited supply of

excellent slides pertaining to a great variety of subjects on
the market for school use making it possible for schools to buy
good collections at a small outlay.
(6)

The Opaque Projector -- Opaque projection is designed

to show for group use non-transparent material like text selec¬
tions, book illustrations, photographic prints, drawings, maps,
post cards and certain kinds of specimens.

These materials are

reflected as images on a screen by means of mirrors in the pro¬
jector.

The chief value in opaque projection is that it makes

available for group study a mass of pictorial material not
otherwise available.
(7)

The Film Slide Projector — The film slide is a roll

of film carrying positive images which are projected on the
school screen in the same manner as the glass slide.

This method

29Dorris, Anna Verona, Visual Instruction in the Public
Schools

P.164
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of projection is comparatively new and has developed rapidly
because of the

simple method of taking negatives of the school

excursion or other activities and transferring them to the film
strip for projection in the school.

The operation of these pro¬

jectors is so simple that any child may operate them in safety.
(8)

The Motion Picture -- The motion picture is one of

the greatest achievements of modern times and is, perhaps, the
most powerful influence on society today.

Its introduction into

the schools has been in recent years and yet it surpasses all
other types of pictures and all other educational tools in its
power to convey definite information.

Much of the criticism of

motion pictures in instruction has arisen as a result of the
failure of producers of instructional films and of the teachers
who use them to realize the particular role the film plays in
providing pictorial experience for school children.

Improvements

in the motion picture machine by the microscopic attachment and
slow motion effect have created great contributions to science and
education in general.

The motion picture in the schools has been

found to arouse interest, hold attention, and ordinarily, compels
the emotional and mental comprehension that makes learning ef¬
fective.

"The two most serious difficulties at present in the

use of school motion pictures are probably (l) a lack of available
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material of the right sort which can be used effectively in
classroom instruction and

(2)

nique for its effective use."

ignorance of the correct techNotable efforts have been

made by individuals and groups to produce pictures directly
for school use.
course to pursue.

This is the ideal and only truly efficient
The use of motion pictures is recommended

for the intermediate, high school and college students but
with almost nothing suitable it is best to disregard it for
elementary grades instruction.

Outside of some of the ex¬

cellent scientific films which have been produced for uppergrade instruction probably the most successful teaching films
thus far produced are the "Chronicles of American Photoplays"
produced and distributed by the Yale University Press.
erally speaking,

only three types of projectors of the many

on the market are being used in the schools.
the 35mm.

Gen¬

These include

standard or portable projectors, the narrow-thread

silent 16mm. projectors, and the 16mm. talking picture pro¬
jectors.

Teachers are being trained in visual education courses

to be able to operate any type of projector successfully during
classroom instruction.

Various types of photography in con¬

nection with school films may be described as animation,

se¬

cured by photographing a series of drawings depicting action.

30Dent, Ellsworth C., Visual Instruction Handbook P.24
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Slow motion photography shows decreased speed of motion of
object by speeding up velocity of camera in taking pictures;
time-lapse photography occurs where limitations of time are
overcome by speeding up motion and growth processes which or¬
dinarily take place too slowly to be observable; microphoto¬
graphy shows the organisms too small to be seen except through
a magnifying device and miniature photography to show scale
models

instead of full-size objects.
In these functions the motion picture stands without an

equal among the visual aids and with the addition of the talking
films is unapproachable as an instructional device.

MINIMUM SCHOOL EQUIPMENT
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APPENDIX 2

MINIMUM SCHOOL EQUIPMENT

The following is a suggestion as to the minimum operating
equipment needed in starting a small distributing center.

This

is exclusive of teaching materials and assumes that a new depart¬
ment will at first only rent films.
Office Equipment (outside of built-in-shelves,drawers,cabinets)
1 desk and chair
1 long work table
1 filing case for letters,

cataloging cards,

etc.

4 extra chairs
1 typewriter
1 typewriter desk and chair
1 flat picture cabinet (open from top)
1 picture press
1 paper cutter
1 stapling machine for books and bulletins
1 large roll of wrapping paper on metal reel
6 balls of cord or heavy twine
300 sheets of mounting paper for pictures (1500 pieces)
3 dozen paperoid expanding wallets for carrying pictures
size 14"xl9"
3 quart jars of good library paste
6 large soft paste brushes
2 pairs long-blade scissors
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Slide Equipment
1 stereopticon slide projector - 500 watt
1 combination slide and post card projector
1 Daylight screen and projector with tripod
1 dozen extra electric light globes for each projector
1 dozen boxes of cover glass (for mending slides)
1 dozen boxes thumb labels for numbering slides
1 roll of lantern-slide gummed tape (for rebinding slides)
1 box of lantern-slide mats
6 dozen wooden or heavy cardboard slide boxes
6 dozen heavy buckle straps for slide boxes

Stereograph Boxes
6 dozen stereograph boxes, 25 cents each

Motion Picture Equipment
1 portable motion picture machine
1 screen for projection in room
1 rewind set
2 extra reels
1 pint of film cement
1 film-patching block
1 piece of motion picture film (for teaching how to
thread a machine)
1 extra metal film-container

APPENDIX

STUDY GUIDE

III

Visual Aids Used

Period I

1st Half of Experiment

Beetle

Visual Aids Used

Period II

2nd Half of Experiment

APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE

IV
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BIOLOGY STUDENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

_Section_Date_

1.

Would you prefer to have the teacher give the Biology lessons
"by meanB of (a) the use of visual aids entirely? (b) the
lecture method entirely?
(c) a combination of visual aids
and lecture method?
(Underline one)

2.

Do you like Biology?

3*

Did the Visual Aids help you in studying Biology?
Yes ( )
No
( )

Yes

(

)

No

(

)

4. Which type of visual aids helped you most in the study of
3iology?
(Underline one only)
Moving Pictures
Glass Slide Projector
Microscope
Film Slide Projector
Charts
Specimens

5. Did the visual aids help in your oral recitations?
Yes
( )
No
( )

6,

Did the visual aids help in your tests?
Yes
( )
No

(

)

7,

What do you think you should get out of Biology besides a
mark in the course?

8,

Do you think visual aids

(Check one)
help you get that?
(Stated in 9)
prevent you from getting that?
make no difference?

9. Do you know of any other subjects in which you believe the
use of visual aids would help?
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TEACHER* S OPINION OF VISUAL AIDS EXPERIMENT IN BIOLOGY
Name

Francis K, Piper_

1. From which method of instruction do you believe
the pupils derived the most benefit? (Underline one)
Visual Aids

Lecture

Combination of both

2. Which of these three methods of instruction do you
prefer?
(Underline one)
Visual Aids

Lecture

Combination of both

3. Vhat visual aid do you find gives the beet results in
your instruction?
(indicate first and second choice)
Moving Picture (2)
Microscope
Film Slide Projector
Charts
Glass Slide Projector(l)
Specimens

4. What other subject do you believe would benefit by the
use of visual aids?
1. History

2. Geography

3. Physics

4. English

5.

Do you feel that you received as much interest and
response from instruction with visual aids as by
the lecture method?
Yes (X)
No ( )

6.

Was this experiment carried out without the pupils
being aware of it?
Yes (X)
No ( )

7.

Would you suggest another experiment in Biology or
General Science that includes the use of visual aids?
(Give brief statement of problem)
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It would be interesting to try to determine the
comparative value of motion pictures and glass
slides in Biology since their usefulness seems
to overlap.

8.

As a result of your association with the experiment
what conclusions have you reached?
(Criticisms,
suggestions, observations, etc.)
A better assortment of films might have altered
the results of the experiment; probably necessary
to order nearly a year in advance to get all those
which might have been useful.

4
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TEACHER* S OPINION ON VISUAL AIDS EXPERIMENT IN BIOLOGY

Name_Sarah T. Planting

1•

From which method of instruction do you believe
the pupils derived the most benefit? (Underline one)
Visual Aids

2*

Lecture

Combination of both

Y/hich of these three methods of instruction do you
prefer?
(Underline one)
Visual Aids

Lecture

Combination of both

3. Yfoat visual aid do you find gives the best results in
your instruction?
(indicate first and second choice)
Moving Picture
Microscope
Film Slide Projector
Charts
Glass Slide Projector(2)
Specimens(l)

4.

What other subject do you believe would benefit by the
use of visual aids?
1. History
2. Physics
4. Commercial Geography

3. Chemistry

5.

Do you feel that you received as much interest and
response from instruction with visual aids as by the
lecture method?
Yes (X)
No ( )

6.

Was this experiment carried out without the pupils
being aware of it?
, v
Yes (X)
NO ( )

7.

Would you suggest another experiment in Biology or
General Science that includes the use of visual aids.
(Give brief statement of problem)
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1.

Comparative value of various types of visual
aids to science teaching.

2.

How much does the explanation of the teacher
have in the effective use of visual aid3?

3.

Could the increased interest through use of
visual aids be measured.

4.

What improvements may be made in present
moving pictures used in school to make them
more effective teaching aids or teaching
devices in themselves.

8.

As a result of your association with the experiment
what conclusions have you reached?
(Criticisms,
suggestions, observations, etc.)
The subject matter could not be handled on a visual
basis alone or on a lecture basis alone.

The

material of the course demands a combination of
both.

The illustrative material in the book is

very helpful to the student.

The tests given to

both sections did not test visual material alone
but also material of a nature that is not essen¬
tially visual in nature.

There is no question

but that the classes appreciate and are more in¬
terested when there is a greater U3e of visual aids.

APPENDIX

TESTS

V
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Test 22. ALGAE AND OTHER SIMPLE PLANTS
The pa?agraPj8 in this teat refer to the drawings at the
left of the page.
In each pair of parentheses at the right of the
page put the word that is omitted from the space in the paragraph
that has the same number as the parentheses.
p
Figure 1 shows different forms of (D__. The
organisms, under favorable conditions grow
and reproduce rapidly by cell (2) . Cold(3)
their growth. Bright (4) and extreme heat

l.(
z\{
3.(
4.(

_L5JL.

,most of the harmful

5.(

germs are destroyed.
Some of these microscopic plants found on clover roots take
free (7) from the air.

6.(

1
2
)3
)4
)5
)6

7.(

)7

Figure 2 has several cells of (8) . one of
8.(
the green (9) . These plants are found on the9.(
shaded side of (10). When we view them underlO.i
the microscope, we see the cells (11)into
11.(
two and four parts. These thallophytes contain (12) and are therefore able to make
12. (
their own food.

8

roilk is (6)

Figure 3 is a picture of pond scum.
It is
another (13). Because the(14) in the cells
13.(
is arranged in spiral bands, the plants are 14. (
named (15) .
Under the microscope pond scum 15. (
appears to be a mass of long,threadlike (16)16.(
When these cells come in contact,the con¬
tents of one unite with the contents of
another. This method of reproduction is called (17).This type of plant is often called
17.(
"seaweed’.' Some of the seaweeds are useful.
"Irish moss" is used for (18).and the kelps 18. (
furnish (19)and other chemicals.
19.(

.(

20
Figure 4 shows a number of (20)plants.Some
_ _
oO(21).In fruit 21
of them are in the process of
juices,these plants change the sugars into
22
alcohol and (22). This process is called
23. (
(23). The plants in this drawing are sa¬
prophytic .Therefore , to grow they must have
moderate temperature,moisture, semi-darkness
24.(
and
(24).

.(
.(

Figure 5 shows greenish-blue plants that
grow on bread or cheese that is left in a
warm,moist place. These are (25)plants and
belong to the (26)group. The plants start
from (27).They soon develop rootlike struc¬
tures called (28)to absorb nourishment.The
slender stalks.called (29),bear a ball-like
sporangia at the top. The sporangia contain
the
(30). These plants also reproduce by
(311 or union of gametes.

*

9
10

)11
)12

)13
) 14
) 15
)16

) 17
)18
)19
) 20
) 21
) 22
) 23

) 24

25
26
27. (
28. (
29.(

) 25
) 26
) 27
) 28
)29

30. (
31. (

) 30
)31
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Teat 7.

I.

Directions,
Examine the
drawing of a paramecium.
entheses after each name
the paramecium write the
shows where it is in the

PROTOZOANS

accompanying
In the par¬
of a part of
number that
drawing.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

anterior end.......(
)l
cilia ..•••(
)2
contractile vacuolei
)3
cytoplasm....(
food vacuole.(
)5
gullet.(
)6
macronucleus.......(
)7
micronucleus....... (
)8
mouth) 9
water vacuole.(
)10

II. Directions.
One word is omitted from each of the following
sentences.
Put the missing word in the parentheses at the right
of the paper after the sentence.

..

11
12

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20

.
.
.

21
22

23.
24.
25.

Many protozoans are a source of-for other animals
One-celled organisms may he grown in a hay..
The---—is the simplest type of protozoans.
The paramecium swims by the action of its...
The -end of the paramecium usually moves forward
The ----- help to fan food particles into the gullet.
Some protozoans cause diseases such as-which is
carried by the Anopheles mosquito... (
Protozoans are found in both fresh and-water... (
The shells of marine protozoans form-rocks. (
The contractile vacuole of the paramecium performs
the function of.......• • (
The paramecium reproduces by cell division and by
-or cell union...... (
Physiological division of-is illustrated in the
paramecium. ...... (
When the paramecium —---, oxygen enters any part of
the cell wall..•••••.... (
At the end of the gullet food forms into-,which
(
circulate through the cytoplasm..
Protozoans are sensitive to sound, light, and
other....... (

STOP

Go back and make sure that your answers are right

11
12
) 13
) 14
)15
)16

) 17
) 18
)19
) 20

)21
)22
) 23
) 24
)

25
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Test 15. BACTERIA

I. Directions.
One word is omitted from each of the following
sentences.
Put the missing word in the parentheses at the
right of the page after the sentence.
1. Bacteria are the lowest forms of
life. I
2. Some forms of bacteria help decompose organic.
matter to make a _ soil...
|
3. Bacteria and other microbes that infect the body****
are commonly called .....I
4. To show some of the common sources of bacteria, we**
prepare an agar agar_and pour it into Petri
dishes .....
5. we should _ with heat all the materials used in
Question 4»•*.«....
6. Later we _ several dishes to dust, air, water,*
milk, etc....
7. After a few days we observe several colored spots in
the dishes.
These are _ of bacteria.(
8. One dish left unexposed as a_contained no
bacteria.. ••••••••••••.....(
9. A Petri dish containing only one kind of bacteria is
called a _ culture.....
10. Bacteria are both _ and harmful to man..........
11. Bacteria on the roots of clover and other legumes
make _ compounds for the plants..
12. Bacteria reproduce by cell division or by forming_
13. Poisonous substances called _ are produced by
bacteria growing in the body...
14. Bacteria that produce _acid cause milk to sour..
II.

)1
)2
)3

)4
)5

)6
)7

)8
9
10
)11
) 12
)13
) 14

Directions.
The materials or conditions named below are either
favorable or unfavorable to the growth of bacteria.
In the
parentheses after the word "Favorable" put the numbers of the
favorable ones; in the parentheses after the word "Unfavorable"
put the numbers of the unfavorable ones.
1. agar agar
6. milk
Favorable
(
2. cold storage
7. moderate temperature
3. darkness
8. moisture
4. dryness
9. Salt solution
5. extreme heat 10. sunshine
Unfavorable
(

III. Directions.
In each of the three boxes
bacterium.
Draw at least five cells in
theses at the right put the name of the
have drawn in the box that has the same

(

b
25.

26.

27.

)

)

draw a different type of
each box.
In the paren¬
type of bacterium you
letter as the parentheses.

A

) 28

:i

) 29

ij

)

30
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Test 23.
I#

NON-FLOWERING PLANTS

ln thf Parentheses after each statement put the letter
T if the statement is true,or the letter N if it is not true.

1# }f a
of water iB frozen solid and the ice melted, all the
bacteria will be dead......!......

(

2. The brown dust from "puffball” mushrooms is largely reproduc¬
tive spores...........

^

3. Potato blight is a parasitic fungus...

(

)3

sandy place with plenty of sunlight (

)4

4. Ferns grow best in a dry,

)1

5. Bacteria will cause sour cider to change into vinegar.

(

)5

6. Ultra-violet rays will destroy all kinds of microorganisms...

(

)6.

7. The reproductive cell formed by the union of two gametes is
called a zygospore........

(

)7

8. The sporophyte stage of the fern is the asexual part of its
life history.....,.......

(

)8

9. Plum trees are affected by a fungus called 31ack Knot.

(

)9

10. The Boston fern is a common house plant.

(

)10

11. The National Forests of conifer trees afford healthful
camping grounds.....

(

)11

12. Agar agar is a kind of bacterium. ..••••••• ..••••

(

)12

13. The cells of some mushrooms contain chlorophyll.

(

)13

14. Molds are able to change some of the sugars into citric acid.

(

)14

15. Plants that secure their food from other living organisms are
called hosts.

(

)15

16. All the algae are green in color...••.••••••

I

)16

17. The lichens are parasitic plants.

(

)17

18. The archegonia contains the egg cells for reproduction.

(

)18

19. In the spermatophyte stage of the moss plants the sperm and
egg cells unite in fertilization.

\

'iy

20. Gymnosperms are plants with naked seeds,not contained in fruit(

)20

21. Pine trees are pollinated by the honeybees. ••••••••••••••••• •

(

)^-

22. Some gpecies of toadstools cause ptomaine poisoning.

(

)22
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23. Ringworm disease is caused by a coccus form of bacteria..(

)23

24. Yellow pine, red cedar, white oak, spruce, and hemlock
are all conifers.

(

)24

25. Pasteur's first contribution to biological science was
the proof that fermentation was caused by microorganisms
like the yeast plants.

i

\9k

Directions.
One word is omitted from each of the following sentences.
Put the missing word in the parentheses at the right of the page after
the sentence.
°
26. _plants are used to make bread lighter.(
27. Bryophyte is the scientific name for..(
28. Some persons use yeast as a medical food because
it is said to be rich in _••••••.....(
29. Mildew may be prevented by spraying the plants
with _ mixture...
30. Some species of _ furnish food for the rein¬
deer in the northland.(
31. Sphagnum _ makes an excellent packing
material for shipping plants...
32. Both mosses and ferns have an alternation of_(
33. The _ bushes act as an intermediate host
for the wheat rust........(
34. Saprophytes are unable to make their own food
because they have no _ in their cells.......(
35. Many of the seeds in the pine and other conifers
have wings and are scattered by the _.......(
36. Pitch from the _ tree is used to make tar
and turpentine.....••••••••...(
37. Canada produces a large part of the soft wooods
UBed in making pulp for _••••«••••.(
38. The diatoms are one-celled organisms that belong
to the _•••••••••••••*...
39. Some mushrooms are not edible because they are_(
40. The lichens are formed by a union of a green
alga and a _•••••.....•(
The
leaves of ferns are cal led..
.....(
41.
The
conifers
bear
their
seeds
in
..(
42.
43. The _ of the spruce tree are rigid and
sharp, not pliable like those of the firs.(
_
produces a white growth on grapevines,
44.
rosebushes, and other plants...(
45. Mushrooms reproduce by _ from their "gills"..(
46. To prevent spreading of_, currant and goose¬
berry bushes and certain evergreens, acting as
intermediate hosts, are destroyed...(
_
fungi are found on the side of decaying
47.
tree trunks.
48. The antheridium of the gametophyte stage produces
the _ cells for reproduction..
The
Maiden Hair is one of the common __.
49.
growing on rock ledges.•••*••*•)
\
50. The underground stems of the ferns are called^ a

26
27
)28
) 29
) 30
31
32
) 33
)34
)35
) 36
) 37
) 38
) 39
)40
41
42
)43
)44
) 45

)46
) 47
) 48
49
50

Test 3.
I

CRUSTACEANS

^♦e?ii0n8# In^e?Jh pair of P^entheses at the right of the page
put the name °f the part of the crayfish that has the same number
on the drawing as the parentheses in which you write
your answer.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

.(
.(

8

9•(
10

Directions.
One word is omitted from each of the following sen¬
tences.
Put the missing word in the parentheses at the right of
the page after the sentence.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1 19
20
21

I 22
23
24
25
26
i*

27
j 28
1 29
30

When frightened, the crayfish swims _wards and
quickly hides under the bank or a stone. (
The eggs of the crayfish are attached to the_
on the abdomen of the female. (
The young_several times during the first year... (
Like the grasshopper the crayfish has an abdomen
composed of a number of ..... (
A test with acid shows that the outer covering of
crustaceans contains some *
.... l
The gills of the crayfish are attached to the _ (
Most crustaceans have a tough, hard outer covering
called the .... (
The colors of the crayfish_the stones and water
weeds of its environment..... (
The head and _ regions of the crayfish are united
into one......
The crayfish has two pairs of_attached to its head
The fin at the posterior end of the abdomen is divided
into_parts... (
The crayfish secures _ from the water by gills. (
The gills of crayfish are covered and protected by the (
Pincer claws or chelipeds are used for locomotion, for
defense, and for ...•. (
The eye of the crayfish is on a stalk and is _,
like the eye of most insects..... (
Crustaceans do not _ at the change of the season
(
like birds and fish......
Edible crustaceans are propagated by the United States
Bureau of ....... (
Spiders have __pairs of legs. (
_of lost parts is common in the Crustacea. (
Animals with ten legs are called. (

)11
12
13
) 14
)15
)16

) 17
) 18
)19
) 20
21
22
) 23
) 24
) 25
) 26
) 27
) 28
) 29
) 30
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III

Directions.
In the parentheses after each description in
column 2 write the number of the crustacean in Column 1
that it describes.

Column 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(Crustaceans)

Barnacle
blue crab
crayfish
cyclops
hermit crab
lobster
pill bug (sow bug)
shrimp
spider crab

Column 2

(Statements)

31-33. The crustaceans moBt commonly used(
for food.(
(
34. One that lives in empty sea shells!
35. One that attaches itself to
wooden ships...(
36. One that lives in fresh-water
streams.••••••••••••••••••••(
37. One found on land.(
38. The largest of the crustaceans....!
39. The smallest animal in the list
given.
(
40. One that burrows into levees.!

STOP.

Go back and make sure that your answers are right

)31
) 32
) 33
)34
)35
) 36
)37
)38
) 39
)40
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Test 24.

I.

FORESTS AND OTHER ECONOMIC PLANTS

Directions.
Each of the following questions is followed by four
answers, of which only one is correct.
In the parenthesesaf ter
each question write the number of the one answer that is correct.

.

1

.

2

3.
4.
5.

.

6

7.

.

8

9.

.

10

.

11

.

12

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

.

20

.

21

.

22

What are men called who are employed to protect the forests?
1. lumbermen
2. hunters
3. rangers
4• surveyors)l
How do forests conserve the water supply?
1 .by shading the ground 2.by leaf transpiration of water
vapor 3.by making humus soil 4.by breaking the wind.(
)2
The worst enemies of the forests are 1. beavers 2. insects 3. lichens 4. fires.(
)3
A plant that injures the forest trees is the 1. cactus
2. fungus
3. pleuroccus
4. fern.......(
)4
A natural use of forests is to - 1.modify the climate 2.make
a home for coyotes 3.produce nuts 4.beautify the scenery.... (
)5
A state noted for its fir trees is 1. Oregon
2. North Dakota
3. Ohio
4. Virginia.(
)6
Cities need trees to - 1. cool the atmosphere 2.protece the
children 3. improve the scenery
4. tie horses to.(
)7
A tree used extensively for shading city streets is the 1. white oak
2. elm
3. ailanthus
4. juniper.(
)8
A tree noted for its beautiful white flowers is the 1. beech
2. dogwood
3. alder
4. basswood............(
)9
An animal that cuts young trees for food and shelter is the1. deer
2. red squirrel
3. fox
4. beaver......(
)10
Because the forests were destroyed, floods eroded the land
and filled the harbors in - 1. South America
2. China
3. Canada
4. Australia.....................(
)ll
A bird that helps protect the forest trees is the 1. sapsucker 2. robin 3. woodpecker 4. English sparrow.(
)12
An evergreen tree valued as an ornamental shrub for lawns is
the - 1. lilac
2. sumac
3. hemlock
4. blue spruce.(
)13
The leaves of the northern evergreen trees are narrow to
prevent - 1. excessive photosynthesis 2. excessive evapo¬
ration in winter
3. destruction by animals
4. being broken
by the wind..
(
)14
The pine trees belong to a group of plants called 1. bryophytes
2. saprophytes
3. angiosperms
4. conifers..!
)15
The Big Trees of California are 1. cypress
2. birch
3. magnolia
4. sequoia.!
)16
The white pine trees have their leaf needles in clusters of1. two
2.three
3.four
4.five...!
'17
The wood used to make a highly polished floor is .
1. chestnut
2. pine
3. white oak 4. cottonwood.••••••!
)1
The National Forest Service of the United States is con¬
trolled by the department of - 1. State
2. Interior
3. Agriculture
4. Commerce.• *-1
****
'iy
A river influenced by the drainage of forest lands is the 1. Hudson
2. Platte
3. Mississippi
4. St. Lawrence.!
J20
An insect that destroys forest trees is the 1. gypsy moth 2. grasshopper 3. Hessian fly 4. codling mot .!
One kind of tree almost entirely destroyed by a parasitic
blight is the - 1.ash
2.red oak
3.chestnut 4.yellow birch.(
)22
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23. Baseball bats are made from - 1. poplar
2. ash
3. mahogany
4. spruce.
/
24. A modern invention that aids in forest preservation’ io’the
1. microscope
2.airplane 3.fire extinguisher 4.telescope!

\23

)24

Directions. Column 1 contains a list of some of the common
products obtained from plants.
In the parentheses after each
description in Column 2 write the number of the product in
Column 1 that it describes.

Column 1 (Products)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

automobile tires
baskets
beverage
cigars
cork
fishing rods
flavoring extract
golf clubs
griddle cakes
hats
holiday decorations
linen
nitrates
nuts
paper
pianos
quinine
rope
salad dressing
shingles
spice
syrup
tanning material
turpentine
vinegar
wood alcohol

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Made from wheat, corn, rye, or rice.! )25
Refined fibers of the flax stems....! )26
Boiled maple sap....( )27
Made from highly polished mahogany..! )28
Branches of holly or mistletoe.! )29
Made from the solidified sap of the
rubbertree...( )30
31. Made from the juice of the pine tree! )31
32. Made from oil pressed from olives...! )32
33. Made from carefully selected hickory! )33
stems.
...
34. The seeds of the pecan and other
trees.....
( )34
35. Made from ground pulp of spruce and
poplar..
! ) 35
36. Fermented juice of apples.! )36
37. Compounds made by bacteria nodules
on clover. ..
( ) 37
38. Distilled juices of any wood.! )38
39. Made from a plant that grows in
Virginia.
! )39
40. Made from dried leaves of the tea
plant. ..! )40
41. Ground bark of the cinnamon tree....! )41
42. Thin boards of red cedar! )42
43. Oils from the seeds of the vanilla
plant...( )43
44. Made from jointed stem of bamboo....! )44
45. Woven from slender or split willow
stems........! )45
Made
from
the bark of a European oak
46.
tree......! |46
47. Made from rye straw or palm leaves..! )47
48. Made from fibers of the Manila plant! )48
49. Made from the bark of the cinchona
tree.
\*9
50. Juices from the hemlock bark.! )o0
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Test 2.
I.

II.

A STUDY OF INSECTS

Directions. Examine
the accompanying drawings
of a hind leg and abdo¬
men of the grasshopper.
In each pair of parenth¬
eses at the right put the
name of the part of the
drawing that has the same
number as the parentheses
in which you write the answer.

Directions.
In the
after each organ in
write the letter of
in Column 1 that it

)1

)2
)3
)4
)5

,
6.(
)6
Column l(Function) Column 2 (Organ)

parentheses
Column 2
a. locomotion
the function b. feeding
performs.
c. digestion
d. circulation
e. sensation
f. respiration
g. reproduction
h. excretion

7. wing
8. heart
'9. mandible
10. trancheae
11. antenna
12.ovipositor
13. eye
14. palp

III. Directions.
In the parentheses after each sentence write the letter
T if the sentence is true, or N if it is not true.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
i 25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

L

Bees make their food from nectar.....
Silkworm larvae feed on mulberry leaves.....
Both malaria and yellow fever are carried by mosquitoes.
Tent caterpillars destroy tents... (
All insects are adapted for cross-pollination of flowers. (
Scale insects are injurious to fruit trees... (
Mimicry is a means of protection..
i
The "Potato bug" is a harmful beetle....
i
Gypsy moths carry disease germs..
(
The clothes moth will destroy linens unless they are stored
in a cedar chest......... (
A spider is a true insect... (
The butterfly has a proboscis.....................
Ladybird beetles help to protect orange trees.
Body lice (cooties) may carry typhus fever... (
Bees and butterflies belong to the same order of insects. (
In the life history of a butterfly the stages develop in the
following order: egg, pupa, larva, adult......
Ants and aphids are mutually helpful.
The queen bee lays the eggs and the male bees gather nectar..
Boll weevils destroy the leaves of the cotton plant..
Codling moths eat apple-tree leaves.

)15
)16
) 17
)18
19
20

Directions.
Each of the following questions is followed by four
answers, of which only one is correct.
In the parentheses after
each question write the number of the one answer that is correct.

)21
) 22
)23
24
25
) 26
) 27
)28
)29
) 30
31
) 32
) 33
) 34
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35.

Why are grasshoppers injurious?
Because they 1. lay eggs in the ground
2. give off "molasses"
3. destroy farm crops
4. annoy cattle.

36. Where do house flies lay their eggs?
1. in dry sand 2. in
stagnant water 3. in stable wastes 4 • in fragrant flowers

••••

(

)36

(

)37

4. zoology.(

)39

40. Parts of the compound eye of insects are called 1. appendages
2. segments
3. spiracles
4. facets.(

)40

41. Biting insects may be controlled by - 1. kerosene emulsion
2. nicotine compounds
3. soap solutions
4. Paris green.(

)41

42. Termites are sometimes harmful because they 1.build runways
in the earth
2. eat holes in timber
3. protect plant lice
4. get into sugar.....• •••...(

)42

43. Chemical substances used to destroy insects are called 1. powders
2. insectides
3. emulsions
4. germicides..(

)43

44. Dragon flies are true insects because they - 1. have two
pairs of wings 2. have six legs 3. molt (shed their skin
4. live near water.. ....(

)44

45. Katydids are relatives of the grasshopper and cricket be¬
cause they - l.sign
2.have exoskeletons 3. have straight
wings 4. have direct development.•••••••••.•••••••••(

)45

46. Gypsy moths may be destroyed best by - 1.collecting the egg
masses2.using moth balls 3.shooting the adults4.spraying tree(

)46

47. Citrus fruits are damaged by the - 1. Mediterranean fly
2. cricket
3. rose beetle
4. botfly....•••••(

)47

48. A good illustration of protective resemblance is seen in 1.
walking sticks
2.red ants
3.yellow jackets 4.1una moths,...\

)4b

37. A house provided for honeybees is called 1. an apiary
2. a comb
3. a hive
4. a colony
38. Moths have a complete metamorphosis because they have 1. protective coloring 2. a cocoon in the pupa state
3. scaly wings
4. four life stages....
39. The study of insects is termed 1. entomology
2. ecology
3. agriculture

49. Some states try to protect the farmer against the corn borer
from other states by - 1.fumigation 2.inspection 3.boycott
4.quarantine. ....••••••..
50. Many orders of insects are classified according to - 1. the
number of legs 2. the wing structure 3. the body regions
f
4. the kind of mouth parts..

^5Q
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Test on the Grasshopper

7
II.

The grasshopper belongs to the subkingdom or phylum called
_13_, to the class _14
_15_*

Its body is divided into _16_

_17_, and _18_.
_19_

and to the order

They hear by means of

organs which are located_20_

In breathing,the air first enters the

21

which lead

to _22_which branch to all parts of the body.
Air is drawn in by means of _23_.
III.

The ovipositor is found on the
The eggs are deposited where
27_.

24_ of the
26

during the months of

In order to grow they _28_•

difference between the adult and immature is that the
adult has

25

29_, which the immature has not.

The
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FILM SERVICES
Educational Institutions:
University of California
Berkley, California
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
Illinois Agricultural Association
608 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Illinois

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
Ames, Iowa
University of Kansas
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University of Kentucky
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Natchitoches, Louisiana
Massachusetts Department of Education
State House, Boston, Mass.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College
Agricultural College, Mississippi
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
New York State Conservation Commission
Albany, New York
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Educational Institutions:

New York State Department of Foods and Markets
Albany, New York
New York Bureau of Public Health
Department of Education, New York City
North Carolina State Department of Education
Raleigh, North Carolina
North Dakota Agricultural College
Agricultural College, North Dakota
University of Oklahoma
N o rman, Ok1ah oma
University of Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Philadelphia Commercial Museum
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
St.

Louis Educational Museum
St. Louis, Missouri

University of Texas
College Station, Texas
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Washington State College
Pullman, Washington
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
United States Government:
United States Department of Agriculture
Washington, District of Columbia
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Washington, District of Columbia
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Unit ed. States Government:

Children* s Bureau
Washington, District of Columbia
United States Bureau of Mines
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
American Museum of Natural History
Columbus Avenue and 77th Street, New York City
American Humane Society
Local affiliations
National Tuberculosis Association
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City
American Red Cross
Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago,

Ill.

International Committee of Y. M. C. A.*s
347 Madison Avenue, New York City
National Board of Y. W. C. A.*s
600 Lexington Avenue, New York City

STEREOPTICON SLIDES
Acadenqy of Science
Chicago, Illinois
American Museum of Natural History
New York City
Asahel Curtis Photo Company
625 Colman Building, Seattle, Washington
Detroit Publishing Company
Detroit, Michigan
DeVry Corporation
1091 Center Street, Chicago,
George Kanzee
12 Geary Street,

Illinois

San Francisco,

_
.
.
California
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Stereopticon Slides
Lick Observatory
Mt. Hamilton, California
National Association of Audubon Society
New York City
National Geographic Society
Washington, District of Columbia
Shaw Laboratory
California Street,

San Francisco, California

The University Prints
Newton, Massachusetts
John D. Sc ott
106 West Fifty-second Street, New York City
Visual Education Service, Inc.
7024 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,

California

Edward Van Altena
29 West Thirty-eighth Street, New York City
W. M. Welsh Manufacturing Company
1516 Orleans Street, Chicago, Illinois

FILM SLIDES

Bray Screen Products, Inc.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City
Society for Visual Education
227 South LaSalle Street, Chicago,

Illinois

Spencer Lens Company
442 Niagara Street
The StilIfilm Company
1052 Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood, California
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GLOBES, MAPS AND CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
Chicago,

A.

Illinois

J. Nystrom & Company
33315 Elston Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Rand McNally & Company
Chicago,

Illinois

Ginn and Company
15 Ashburton Place
Boston, Massachusetts
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